Abstract: A practical method using single-shot ptychographic imaging (SPI) in the transform domain is proposed for multiple-image hiding. The excellent compressibility of SPI can bring high multiplexing capacity and imperceptibility to the proposed multiple-image hiding system. The security is mainly supported by the imperceptibility and the large quantity of scrambling modes, and security will be improved greatly with the increase of hidden images. Furthermore, the successful combination with the discrete cosine transform-domain algorithm can not only further enhance the imperceptibility and security but indicates that SPI-based multiple-image hiding is compatible with transform domain algorithms as well. Optical experiments demonstrate the high feasibility, multiplexing capacity, imperceptibility, and security of the proposed technique. The proposed method may open up a novel research perspective for multiple-image hiding combined with various efficient transform domain algorithms.
Introduction
As one of the most attractive issues, multiple-image hiding has been widely applied in multipleuser authentications and copyright protection [1] . Since double-random phase encoding (DRPE) is proposed in 1995 [2] , massive extension strategies for multiple-image encryption and hiding have been proposed [3] - [10] . Plenty of those methods are based DRPE, such as wavelength multiplexing [3] , information prechoosing [4] , and cascaded phase retrieval algorithm [5] . Those DRPE-based systems utilize two independent random phase masks, which requires extremely accurate alignment in the optical setup to ensure the high quality description. The high alignment precision makes it greatly hard to carry out the optical experiment. Besides, many multipleimage encryption and hiding techniques have been implemented by designing phase-only masks [6] - [10] , in which the cross-talk terms can be suppressed significantly. However, those methods need complicated process to manufacture the encoded multiple phase masks, which limits the extensive application in the practice. It urgently requires to design an optical system that can keep a balance between hiding capacity, security, and experimental feasibility.
In this paper, we propose a practical multiple-image hiding method by use of single-shot ptychographic imaging (SPI) in transform domain. SPI is a newly proposed coherent diffraction imaging technique [11] - [13] , which has the similar illumination method to ptychography [14] - [20] . Different from ptychography-based encryption [21] , our proposed method can not only capture a diffraction pattern in a single exposure, but also requires no mechanical scanning and random phase masks. In SPI, since a complex-valued object is encoded into a diffraction pattern constituted by lots of almost invisible tiny spots, SPI has excellent compressibility and imperceptibility. We just extract massive tiny spots corresponding to multiple images with nearly lossless operation, and scramble those tiny spots in a jigsaw method [22] . The more hidden images are, the higher security will be. The imperceptibility, and large amount of scrambling modes can support the security powerfully. In addition, the ample structural parameters (λ, f 1 , f 2 , d) and diversity of the multi-pinhole array can also be severed as keys [13] . To further improve the above properties of this hiding system and test that SPI-based multiple image hiding can be extensively applied in transform domain, we embed the encoded image in the discrete cosine transform (DCT) domain [23] , [24] . The embedding process can also be operated in other transform domain, such as discrete Fourier transform [25] , and discrete wavelet transform [26] . Compared with spatial-domain hiding techniques, transform domain methods can increase the imperceptibility and security, as well as further compress the encoded image. We have performed optical experiment to demonstrate the high multiplexing capacity, imperceptibility, and security of SPI-based multiple-image hiding system in transform domain.
Theoretical Analysis

SPI-Based Multiple-Image Hiding in Transform Domain
The proposed multiple-image hiding system is illustrated in Fig. 1 , and the general hiding process is shown in Fig. 2(a) . Fig. 1(a) shows the schematic of SPI, which is first part of the hiding system and also acting as the core, the properties of SPI makes it suitable for multiple-image hiding. The ray tracing elementary diagram of SPI is shown in Fig. 1(b) . Fig. 1(c) displays the second part of the hiding system, which makes full use of the characteristics of SPI to achieve high multiplexing capacity and security.
In Fig. 1(a) , numbers of complex-valued images are encrypted into some diffraction patterns with pretty imperceptibility and compressibility. One of the image we wish to encrypt is placed at distance d = 0 before or after the Fourier plane of the 4f system. A plate of N × N multi-pinhole square array (N = 4 in our experiment) is located at the input plane of the 4f system, the diameter of the circular pinhole is D , and the distance between the consecutive pinholes is b. Firstly, A plane wave is divided into N × N beams through the multi-pinhole array, these consecutive beams overlap with each other in a certain region between Lens 1 and Lens 2. N × N probes U illuminating on the complex-valued image are generated simultaneously:
where
is the angular spectrum propagation with the distance
] is the quadratic phase factor applied to simulate the modulation of lens [27] , [28] , the n P (r − R n ) stands for the N × N pinholes, R n is the center of the n th pinhole, and U n is the n th probe illuminating on the image. According to geometrical optics, we can deduce from the system shown in Fig. 1(b) , the magnification of the 4f system is f 1 /f 2 , the distance between the adjacent illumination beams in the object plane is r = bd/f 1 . When N is large enough, the field of view (FOV) can be approximated as FOV = N r = N bd/f 1 [11] . When N = 4, b = 1.54 mm, d = 23 mm, f 1 = 75 mm, and the size 
where I i n is the n th diffraction spot corresponding to the n th pinhole for the i th hidden image, and f (x, y) is the complex-valued image. It is obvious that those diffraction patterns are constituted by numbers of tiny spots and that those spots are too weeny to be perceived by our naked eyes, which means that the diffraction pattern itself has strong imperceptibility. In Fig. 1(c) , multiple diffraction patterns are embedded into a host image in the transform domain. Considering that those diffraction patterns are constituted by a set of tiny diffraction spots I i n , these tiny spots I i n are extracted to remove the data redundancy. The number of total spots is M × N 2 . The information of the image is mainly stored in these tiny spots, the other parts are just data redundancy. To acquire larger compression ratio and multiplexing capacity, we can improve FOV by increasing .. and decreasing f 1 properly. Then, we combine M × N 2 spots together, and scramble all of the spots in a jigsaw method. When the distribution pattern [13] is square like the distribution of encoded image in Fig. 1(c) , the amount of scrambling modes is (M × N 2 )!, let alone change the distribution patterns of those tiny spots, resulting that it is extremely difficult to recover the distribution of the whole diffraction patterns. The larger N and M are, the higher security will be. At last, the encoded image E obtained from the above steps is embedded into a host image H in DCT domain [24] . Apart from the applying of single-shot ptychography into multiple-image hiding, the embedding methods in transform domain is the key difference with [13] . The DCT is applied in blocks of 8 × 8 pixels, as in the JPEG algorithm [29] 
where TI is the transmitted image, dct2(·) represents 2-D DCT, i dct2(·) represents inverse 2-D DCT, and α is the perceptual mask, which is basically used to amplify or attenuate the encoded image at each DCT coefficient so that the hidden image energy is maximized while the alterations suffered by the image are kept invisible [24] .
SPI-Based Multiple-Image Extraction in Transform Domain
The extraction of the complex-valued images is the inversion of the hiding of images, which is illustrated as Fig. 2(a) . First, the encoded image is extracted from the transmitted image faultlessly. Second, the diffracton patterns I i n are arranged into right distribution patterns and orders. Finally, the phase and amplitude of the image can be reconstructed with the standard PIE algorithm [30] . The above process can be described as follows:
1) Extract the encoded image E , and
2) Split the encoded image E into M × N 2 spot blocks, and then arrange these patterns I i n in the correct distribution modes. , r ∈ γ we recorded is partially saturated, and the reconstruction quality can be enhanced in this way according to the analysis in [31] . 6) Take the inverse transform of I i m n to the object plane:
where t * is the conjugate of t.
where U * n is the conjugate of U n . 8) Repeat the above steps 4 through 6 for N × N separate patterns to complete an entire iteration. 9) Repeat the above steps 2 through 7 for M images. 10) Calculate the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), which is usually used to measure the image quality [32] , [33] , PSNR = 10 · log 10 (MaxPV/MSE)(dB ) (10)
where MSE is the mean squared error, and f p ,q and f p ,q are the original and the transmitted images, respectively. The size of f p ,q and f p ,q are P × Q , and the maximum pixel value of the image is M axPV .
Experimental Results and Analysis
We have performed the optical experiment to demonstrate that our proposed SPI-based multipleimage hiding technique can make a well balance between multiplexing capacity, security and experimental feasibility. In our optical experiment, the wavelength of the laser is λ = 473 nm, the focal distances of Lens 1 and Lens 2 are f 1 = f 2 = 75 mm. The pixel size of the CCD is 5.5 μm.
The multi-pinhole array is a 4 × 4 square array, the diameter D of the circular pinhole is 49.5 μm, and the distance b between consecutive pinholes is 1.54 mm. The complex-valued image is placed at a distance d = 23 mm before the Fourier plane of the 4f system. For brevity, we just take four images as examples. Fig. 4(a)-(d) show the secret multiple images, which are transparent object with figures of 2, 4, 6, and 8 captured by a general camera with 8× magnification, and the figures of 4 and 8 are nearly 2 times bigger than 2 and 6. 
Multiplexing Capacity
Optical experiment results show that the compressibility of SPI makes our proposed multiple-image hiding system have high multiplexing capacity. The diffraction patterns corresponding to these images are shown as Fig. 3 (e)-(h), respectively. In the phase retrieval algorithm, the size of each diffraction pattern in the optical system is 1120 × 1120 pixels. To distinguish the spots (marked in red dotted blocks) of different diffraction pattern, we mark these spots in an abstract way. IA1, . . . , IA16, IB1, . . . , IB16, IC1, . . . , IC16, and ID1, . . . , ID16 represent the diffraction spots of objects 2, 4, 6, 8, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3(i)-(l) . In those diffraction patterns, the information of the objects is mainly stored in the tiny spots, some high-frequency components distribute around these spots, it can be clearly seen from Fig. 4(a) , in which the diameters of diffraction spots are magnified about 4 times. We extract all of the tiny spots from the four diffraction patterns to obtain reconstruction quality, the extracted length of each spot block should be no less than 28 pixels, and the using length in this experiment is 30 pixels. Then, these spot blocks are combined together and scrambled as shown in Fig. 4(b) .
In our proposed multiple-image hiding system, the multiplexing capacity is depended on the structures of multi-pinhole array and imaging system, as well as the size of the host image. Since that the diffraction spot is determined by the size of pinhole and the magnification of the 4f system, M is mainly limited by the size of host image when the structures of multi-pinhole array and imaging system are constant. In ptychography-based encryption and hiding [21] , [34] , the object is illuminated by multiple partially overlapping beams with times of mechanical scanning, respectively. For an image with 256 × 256 pixels, it is encrypted into 16 diffraction patterns with 16 steps mechanical scanning. It requires 16 × 4 host images to hide the diffraction patterns of 4 original images. That is to say, the large data redundancy causes the low multiplexing capacity. In singleshot ptychography, multiple partially overlapping beams illuminated on the image simultaneously without mechanical scanning. In our experiment, the length of the extracted tiny diffraction spots blocks is 30 pixels, the whole size of 16 tiny spots is 120 × 120 pixels, a host image with 256 × 256 pixels can hide at least 4 images. Fig. 4(a) , (c) and (d) are the final encoded image, host image and transmitted image respectively, the sizes of which are all 256 × 256 pixels. Fig. 5 shows that the complex-valued images are extracted successfully, Fig. 5(a)-(d) and (e)-(h) are reconstructed amplitude and phase distributions, respectively. It is obvious that reconstructed amplitude and phase distributions of three bars aside the Fig. 6 can be recognized clearly, which shows the good extracted quality. Further, the increasing of multiplexing capacity M has no influence on the performance of the extracted complex-valued images. The multiplexing capacity is 64 times larger than traditional PI-based hiding, which means that our proposed multiple-image hiding system has extremely large multiplexing capacity.
Imperceptibility
The combination with DCT-domain embedding algorithm and the inherent compressibility of SPI make the proposed method has high imperceptibility. Compared with [13] , the imperceptibility can be further enhanced by the introduction of embedding methods in transform domain, only the results with DCT domain are presented for brevity. The diameter of one tiny diffraction spot is about 49.5 μm, it is too difficult to identify it by our naked eyes, as shown in Fig. 3(e)-(h) . Further, the diameter of these tiny spots can be decreased to less than 10 μm by adjusting the structural parameters (the size of pinhole, f 1 , and f 2 ), those tiny spots are almost invisible before the operation of attenuation. To further improve the imperceptibility, the embedding of the encoded image into host image has been performed in DCT domain, the host image and the final transmitted image are shown in Fig. 4(c) and (d) . The value of PSNR between transmitted image and host image is 56.5114 dB, and we cannot distinguish the transmitted image and host image by our naked eyes. We cannot distinguish the transmitted image and host image by our naked eyes. The value of PSNR between transmitted image and host image is 56.5114 dB, and it has been demonstrated that the PSNR should be kept more than 35 dB for good embedding performance [35] . It indicates that SPI-based multiple-image hiding system has strong imperceptibility.
Security
The security of the proposed method is mainly supported by the strong imperceptibility and the large amount of scrambling modes. In single-shot ptychography, the position of each tiny spot in the diffraction pattern is strictly fixed. Each diffraction spot is solely corresponding to an illumination beam that illuminates on a certain area of the object. We scramble those tiny spots by a simple jigsaw method, and change the distribution patterns and orders of those tiny spots discretionarily, as shown in Fig. 1(c) . . . ID16), respectively, as shown in Fig. 6(a)-(d) . Fig. 6 illustrates that the distributions of those spots cannot be returned to their initial state by calculating the Co between all of the spots. The multi-pinhole array we use in the paper is a 4 × 4 square array, each diffraction pattern can be compressed into 16 discrete spots blocks, as shown in Fig. 3(e)-(h) . When diffraction pattern of all spots blocks are arranged as the square array shown in Fig. 4(a) , the amount of scrambling modes is (4 · 16)! ≈ 1.269 · 10 89 , let alone change the distribution patterns of those tiny spots, resulting that it is extremely difficult to recover the distribution of diffraction pattern [13] . The larger N and M are, the higher security will be. M and N should be optimized according to the structure of imaging system, the size of host image and the performance of computer. In addition, as can be easily deduced from Fig. 1(b) , all of the system structural parameters (λ, f 1 , f 2 , d) and the diversity of the multi-pinhole array can be served as keys, the diversity includes the distribution pattern of the array, the shape and size of the pinhole, and the distance b between the consecutive pinholes. All of these form a large key space, the security of our proposed multiple-image hiding system can be guaranteed, and the security can also be improved constantly by increasing the number of pinholes and decreasing the size of diffraction spots.
